EX ALDERMAN NEWSLETTER 539 AND CHESTERFIELD UNAPPROVED 484

July 9, 2022
There were no meetings to attend last week, plus I was in the hospital for three days.
So the only story besides the police calls in Chesterfield is the one the dog owners are
interested in; the police stopping fireworks that send their dogs into hiding while their
whole body shakes. Here is a Facebook post from Town and Country PD inferring they
would be enforcing fireworks’ laws. Let’s see what Chesterfield and T&C PD did.
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TOWN AND COUNTRY PD
Town and Country had 18 calls about illegal use of fireworks in residential areas. The
police issued two citations and five warnings. The two citations were issued in The
Village of Country Life Acres that contracts T&C for police services. Here are where the
illegal fireworks calls were in Town & Country:
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CHESTERFIELD POLICE Chesterfield is four time larger than T&C in population and
area. Chesterfield only responded to 27 illegal fireworks calls and issued no citations.
What is amazing is that officers on patrol certainly should see “on view” violations being
launched and then write a citation to the homeowner. This should be easier than
catching a speeder.
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UNAPPROVED CHESTERFIELD NEWSLETTER 484

July 9, 2022

WEDNESDAY 06/29/22 MIDNIGHT SHIFT
22-2797 - Fugitive Arrest - Chesterfield Parkway/Olive: An officer conducted a traffic
stop and discovered the driver had an active warrant out of St. Charles County. The
officer arrested the subject and booked her at the station.
22-2801 - Fugitive Arrest - Olive/River Valley: An officer conducted a traffic stop and
discovered the driver had an active warrant for theft out of St. Peters. Officers arrested
the driver and booked her at the station.
DAYWATCH 06/29/22
22-2802- Sudden Death – Heathercroft Dr- Elderly resident died of apparent natural
causes. The Medical Examiner released the body to a funeral home.
22-2804- Sudden Death – New Holland Dr- Elderly resident died of apparent natural
causes. The Medical Examiner released the body to a funeral home.
Officers performed traffic enforcement and responded to calls for service including sick
cases, fire alarm, assist invalid, motorist assist, 911 hang-up, traffic hazard, ordinance
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violation, wildfire, property damage, welfare check, suspicious person, elevator rescue,
vehicle collisions, and solicitors.
AFTERNOON WATCH 06/29/22

22-2806 Recovered Stolen Auto: A vehicle was found abandoned and unoccupied on
Olive at Chesterfield Parkway blocking traffic. Further investigation showed it to be
stolen out of Maryland Heights. Maryland Heights was notified and the vehicle was
towed by Big Boys Towing.

22-2808 Domestic: An ex-boyfriend went to his ex-girlfriend’s apartment on Cuando to
retrieve property. An argument took place and the ex-boyfriend stated he was slapped
on the top of the head. No injuries observed and officers noted conflicting statements
from both parties. Both separated and the report will be forwarded to the Chesterfield
Prosecuting Attorney for possible charges. Waste of Time 1
22-2809 Miscellaneous Incident: A resident on Millstream reported her husband left
his residence this morning after being upset that his wife and adult children were leaving
the country on vacation for four weeks. The husband would not answer his phone and
the wife stated he does this when he is upset. Later on, the husband called home and
said he wouldn’t return home until tomorrow. The husband also called the investigating
officer to report the same. Waste of Time 2
Officers provided extra and extended patrol to the ballfields and made numerous
business contacts throughout the city
MIDNIGHT SHIFT THURSDAY JUNE 30, 2022

22-2812- Curfew violation- a suspicious vehicle stop at a school around 2 am found
two sixteen year old females who had apparently snuck out of their homes. Both
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juveniles were taken into custody and released to their parents at the scene. One
Juvenile was from Chesterfield and the other from Washington Mo
Officers responded to calls for service to include attempt suicide, suspicious persons,
suspicious vehicles, trespassing, check the welfare and traffic violation while providing
preventative patrols of residential neighborhoods and businesses.
DAY WATCH JUNE 30, 2022

22-2815 - Stolen License Tabs - Hedgeford Dr - Victim's license plate tabs were
stolen overnight

22-2816 - Larceny - 100 THF Blvd - An employee reported her cell phone was stolen
while it was charging

22-2817 - Fraud - Wheatley Ct - Victim's information was used by unknown persons to
file for unemployment between August - November of 2020
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22-2818 - Larceny- Eatherton Rd - a construction trailer with attached 1000 gal diesel
fuel tank was stolen from the construction site. The tank was estimated to have 300 gal
of diesel fuel. Total value of the theft of the trailer, pump, and diesel fuel was over
$15,000

AFTERNOON WATCH June 30, 2020
22-2819 - Larceny Report
SEU officers working a shoplifting case where an unknown female stole items from the
Tommy Hilfiger store on Outlet Blvd.
22-2821 - Warrant Arrest
A subject came to the station and turned himself in on a active Chesterfield warrant for
traffic charges. The subject was booked and then released after posting his bond.
22-2822 - CIT Report
A subject was feeling depressed and had thoughts of self-harm earlier in the day.
Subject voluntarily went to Mercy Hospital and officers completed a CIT report.

22-2823 - Destruction of Property Report
Victim reported an unknown person on a motorcycle kicked the door of his car while
they were stopped at a signal light. The victim did get a picture of the driver and license
plate on the motorcycle. Officers were able to identify the driver and contact him, he
denied kicking the car and stated the car drifted into his lane and almost hit him but all
he did was yell at the driver. Investigation on-going.

22-2824 - Drug Arrest
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Traffic stop resulted in the driver being arrested for possession of a controlled
substance. The subject was conveyed to the station and booked on the charges and
then later released pending application of warrants.
Nicholas Donley 30
06/30/22 Felony Drug Possession
02/21/20 Speeding 41-45 over limit, Poss of Marijuana
08/18/18 Driving While Revoked $150 fine, DWI
07/2012 DWI, Breath test refused

Chesterfield PD
Creve Coeur PD
St. Charles City PD
St. Louis Co

22-2827 - Warrant Arrest
Traffic stop resulted in the driver being arrested for outstanding warrants from St.
Charles City for traffic and drug charges. The subject was arrested and conveyed to the
station then booked and placed in a jail cell awaiting pick-up by St. Charles City PD.
MIDNIGHT SHIFT JULY 1, 2022
22-2829- Found property Chesterfield Mall- Officer on patrol found suitcase in parking
lot. Attempts to locate owner were negative.
22-2828- Open Door Clarkson Rd.- Officers checking business found an open front
door.- Further investigation found no suspicious details.

Officers responded to calls for service to include sick cases, alarms, disturbances,
suspicious persons and vehicles while conducting preventative patrols of residential
neighborhoods and businesses.

DAY WATCH JULY 1, 2022
22-2830 - Warrant Arrest - Olive/ River Bend - A traffic stop resulted in the driver
being arrested for a Felony Warrant out of St Charles

22-2832 - Larceny - 178 THF Blvd (Best Buy)- Delayed larceny report from yesterday
20-4696 - Prisoner Pick Up - Maryland Heights - Officer responded to Maryland
Heights PD for a subject with active warrants from our department
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No Report - There was a large water main break in the area of Schoettler Rd/ Highcroft
which caused Schoettler Rd to be shut down for several hours
AFTERNOON SHIFT JULY 1, 2022
22-2837 Motor Vehicle Collision: Two vehicles collided at the intersection of
Chesterfield Airport and Chesterfield Commons West. Minor injuries to both
drivers. Westbound traffic on Chesterfield Airport was blocked for 20 minutes.
22-2838 Overdose: A 29 yo female overdosed on suspected heroin. Her mother
administered Narcan and called 911 15 minutes later. The subject was conscience and
alert upon officers’ arrival. She was transported to the hospital for evaluation by
paramedics. No drugs were found nearby the victim.
A motorcycle traveling at an extremely high rate of speed E/B on highway 40 at
Clarkson failed to yield to an officer. Notification made to Town and Country. No
pursuit was initiated.
Officers conducted extra traffic enforcement as part of the City of Chesterfield’s effort to
promote driving safety for the holiday weekend.

MIDNIGHT WATCH JULY 2, 2022

22-2840-DWI report-Officer made a traffic stop and determined that the driver was
impaired- Suspect driver was arrested and transported to jail where he was booked and
placed in a holding cell.
Daniel Hemm 18

07/01/22 DWI, Speeding 31-35 over, No Valid Op Lic, Poss of
Marijuana, Poss of Drug Para
Magdalena I. Flores 20
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Chesterfield PD

07/01/22 Possession of Marijuana, Poss Drug Para
04/12/21 Speeding 26-30 over limit
05/05/19 Failure to Avoid Emg Vehicles $57 fine

Chesterfield PD
Creve Coeur PD
MO Hwy Patrol

22-2842- Assault Pompeii Dr.- Suspect assaulted victim who was visiting his girl
friend.- Suspect transported to jail where he was booked and placed in holding
cell. Suspect complained of abdominal pain and was released to Monarch Ambulance
who transported him to St. Luke’s hospital.
Glenn Giessow 61

07/02/22
04/29/06
04/13/06
09/23/05
11/01/01

Assault
Misdemeanor DWI Guilty 30-days jail
Adulty Abuse/Stalking Protection Order
DWI Probation Revoked 10 days jail
Adult Abuse/Stalking Protection Order

Chesterfield PD
Chesterfield PD
St. louis County
Olivette PD
St. Louis County

Officers answered calls for service to include alarms, disturbances, assaults, sick cases,
suspicious vehicles, suspicious persons, welfare checks and traffic hazards while
providing preventative patrols of residential neighborhoods and businesses

DAY WATCH JULY 2, 2022

22-2846 - Stolen/ Recovered vehicle - The Victim, who lives on Riverbend Dr stated
his vehicle was stolen during the overnight hours. It was recovered this morning in
Creve Coeur with heavy damage. The victim stated he was in a highly intoxicated
condition last night and was not sure where in Chesterfield his vehicle was stolen from
or when it occurred. Investigation is ongoing
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22-2847 - Larceny - 18521 Outlet Blvd (Tommy Hilfiger) - 2 adult females,
accompanied by their 3 young children, stole items from Tommy Hilfiger. Both females
were arrested and the children were picked up by their grandmother
Rinesha Williams 34

07/02/22
01/17/22
01/10/22
06/19/21
05/26/21
04/23/21
04/15/21
10/26/20
10/14/20
02/11/20
12/06/19
07/25/19
06/23/19
02/01/18
10/25/17
03/21/14

Stealing
Obstructing Police
Failure to Yield
Felony Stealing
Stealing
Stealing, Possession of Stolen Property
Resisting Arrest
Speeding 20-25 over limit
Stealing, Endangering Child, Resisting Arrest
Assault
Stealing
Stealing
Stealing Guilty $250 fine
Felony Stealing, Resisting Arrest
Assault
Child Restraint Violation

Chesterfield PD
University City PD
University City PD
Bridgeton PD
Des Peres DPS
Richmond Heights PD
Chesterfield PD
St. Ann PD
Chesterfield PD
St. Louis Co PD
Brentwood PD
Bridgeton PD
Chesterfield PD
Glen Carbon IL PD
St. Louis Co PD
IL State Police

Shanell Travis 25
07/07/22
08/05/19
06/29/19
08/20/17

Stealing
Chesterfield PD
Poss of Drug Para
Chesterfield PD
Stealing Guilty 3-years prison
MO Hwy Patrol
Fel Stealing Guilty Probation revoked 5-yrs prison St. Peters PD
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22-2848 - Warrant Arrest - Olive Blvd/ Sunbridge - A traffic stop resulted in the driver
being arrested for a POI from another jurisdiction.
Officers participated in a subdivision parade\
AFTERNOON SHIFT July 2, 2022

22-2849 Larceny: A female subject failed to scan items at the self-checkout at Walmart
on THF and left the store without paying. She was issued a summons and released
from the scene.
Laquita Burgess 38
07/02/22 Stealing
10/21/21 No Auto Insurance

Chesterfield PD
Vinta Park PD

22-2850 Drugs: During a call for a suspicious vehicle on the parking lot in the
Woodchase Apartments, the responding officer discovered a male subject sitting in a
vehicle in possession of marijuana and paraphernalia. The marijuana and
paraphernalia were seized and the subject was issued two summons and released.
Austin Gutierrez 21
07/05/22 Possession of Marijuana
Chesterfield PD
Officers continued to conduct extra traffic enforcement during the holiday weekend and
also patrolled parks, businesses, and retail areas.
A light rain fell throughout the shift but did not cause any problems.
MIDNIGHT SHIFT JULY 3, 2022
22-2853: A purse was found at Bar Louie and was turned in to the police
department. The owner was contacted and responded to the station to retrieve the
purse. Nothing was reported as missing.
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Other calls for service include traffic accident, disturbance, fireworks, prowler and
incorrigible juvenile.
DAY WATCH JULY 3, 2022
22-2857 - Found Property - Winema Dr - A citizen turned in a phone and other items
they found on Winema. Attempts to contact the owner of the property are ongoing
Officers conducted traffic enforcement and patrolled the business and residential areas
of the city. Officers responded to burglar alarms, suspicious persons, check the
welfares, minor auto accidents, sick cases, and 911 Hang-ups
AFTERNOON SHIFT JULY 3, 2022

22-2860 Fugitive Arrest: During a routine traffic stop on Chesterfield Airport and
Boones Crossing, it was discovered the driver had warrants out of Bridgeton and St.
Charles. She was arrested, booked, and conveyed to the station to await pickup by one
of the agencies.

22-2861 Larceny: A purse was taken from an unlocked and unsecure vehicle on
Cazado. The purse was later recovered in the parking lot of McDonalds on
Olive. Report forwarded to the detective bureau.

22-2863: Fraud: A resident on Orchard Hill reported one of his checks was altered and
cashed elsewhere. Report forwarded to the detective bureau.
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22-2865 Larceny: A male subject failed to scan merchandise at the Walmart on
THF. He was arrested and booked at the station.
Timothy J Coopwood 35

07/03/22
04/04/22
02/15/22
02/07/22
09/15/21
10/29/19
07/30/19
07/02/19
10/05/18
10/01/18
02/12/18
12/08/15
10/12/10
02/12/10
04/15/07

Stealing
Chesterfield PD
Stealing, Possession of Marijuana
St. Charles City PD
Expired License Plates
Woodson Terr PD
Stealing Retail Theft
Collinsville IL PD
No Op Lic, No Auto Ins, Unreg Veh
Florissant PD
Poss of Stolen Property, Fraud Use of Credit Card
Breckenridge Hills PD
Felony Drug Poss Guilty 5-yrs prison early release Hazelwood PD
Illegal Poss of Firearm Guilty SES Probation
St. Charles City PD
Fel Tampering With Motor Veh Guilty 5-yrs prison (er) Maryland Heights PD
Felony Drug Poss Guilty 5-years prison early release Maryland Heights PD
Felony Drug Poss Guilty 5-years prison
Hazelwood PD
Felony Drug Poss Guilty 5-years prison early release St. Louis Co PD
2-counts Felony Drug Poss Guilty SES Probation
St. Louis Co PD
Felony Drug Possession Guilty SES Probation
St. Louis Co PD
No Auto Insurance Guilty 2-days jail
MO Hwy Patrol

Officers responded to other calls for service to include burglar alarms and minor vehicle
collisions. Extra patrol was also conducted in parks and retail areas.
MIDNIGHT SHIFT JULY 4, 2022

22-2867 DWI: An officer working a grant made a DWI arrest from a traffic stop at I-64
and Timberlake Manor. The subject refused to provide a breath sample.
Thomas Box 31
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07/03/22
08/25/21
08/05/21
06/12/21
02/16/20
05/09/12
01/31/12
06/20/11
06/30/10
10/28/09

DWI, Improper Lane Use, No Auto Insurance
Chesterfield PD
Littering $140 fine, Poss of Drug Para SIS Probation Republic PD
Speeding 20-25 over limit, Felony Drug Possession
O’Fallon PD
Stealing SIS Probation, Moving Vio reduced to
Republic PD
Defective Equip $150 fine
Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $163 fine
MO Hwy Patrol
Full Order of Protection & No Stalking issued against Box Courts
Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $250 fine
St. Charles Co SO
Littering (possibly criminal offense reduced) $400 fine St. Charles Co SO
Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $189 fine
St. Charles Co SO
Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $210 fine
St. Charles Co SO

22-2868: A deer impaled on a fence on Tara Oaks was dispatched.

22-2870 Assault: A person was house sitting at his parents’ home on Tuma when he
got into a fight with a guest he had invited over. The guest was GOA. All parties are
reported to have been intoxicated. EMS transported the victim to Mercy. The extent of
the injuries is undetermined at this time but is believed to be in the scope of 3rd
Degree. Efforts to contact the guest have been unsuccessful as of the time of this
report. Investigation continuing.
Brandon Gibson 34
07/04/22 Assault
Chesterfield PD
05/18/15 Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $125 fine
Ellisville PD
Unregistered Vehicle $50 fine
09/17/11 DWI Guilty SES Probation
Franklin Co SO

DAY WATCH July 4, 2022
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22-2871-Larceny-18521 Olive Street Rd
Officers responded to a larceny at the Sunglass Hut. The suspect stole two pair of
sunglasses. The suspects fled the scene and were later stopped on traffic. The
sunglasses were recovered and returned to the store. The suspect was arrested and
later released.
Stefan Stamate 29
07/04/22 Stealing
Chesterfield PD
Officers participated in several subdivision parades throughout the city.
Officers handled several calls to include alarms, check the welfare, sick cases and
suspicious persons/vehicles.
AFTERNOON WATCH July 4, 2022
22-2873 Recovered Stolen Auto: A vehicle that was reported stolen out of O’Fallon
PD was located unoccupied and abandoned on Highway 40 and Boones Crossing. The
vehicle was towed and O’Fallon PD was notified.
22-2875 CIT: A 17 yo male stated he wanted to harm himself. He was voluntarily
transported to the hospital for evaluation.
22-2876 CIT: Fraud: A female subject in front of St. Luke’s was intoxicated and her
husband wanted her committed to the hospital. Although St. Luke’s does not have a
psychiatric unit, she was still admitted to the emergency department because she was
already on hospital property. A CIT report was completed to document the incident.

22-28XX Violation of Restraining Order: A resident on Chamfers Farm reported her
neighbor violated the conditions of a court order by watering his flowers while she was
outside. The investigating officer determined the subject did not contact or antagonize
the victim and was well within his private property during the time. The report will be
forwarded to the Chesterfield P.A. for review. (Report number not generated at the time
of the EOS)
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The Chesterfield Fireworks Display was very well attended. Traffic was congested both
before and after the display but officers kept the traffic moving.
MIDNIGHT SHIFT July 5, 2022

22-2881 Property Damage: Victim’s vehicle was in possession of her juvenile son
when it was damaged. The damage occurred while the son was attending a juvenile
party on Lemella. The damage consisted of three tires being cut. The perpetrator is
believed to be a fellow party goer, but an actual witness has yet to be located. Case
referred to the juvenile detective.
Other calls for service include trespassing, check the welfare, traffic accident, peace
disturbance and as expected, a large number of calls for fireworks.
DAY WATCH TUESDAY JULY 5, 2022
22-2884-Domestic-Woodbridge Crossing
Officers responded to a Domestic Disturbance on Woodbridge Crossing. They
determined the altercation was verbal and not physical as past disturbances at the
same address have become physical. A report was generated for informational
purposes and an ALIVE packet was provided to the female.

22-2885-Destruction of Property-Wendimill
A vinyl fence had two planks knocked out. There was no damage to the fence itself. It
is unclear if the planks were purposely knocked out or if an animal knocked them out.
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22-2886-Fraud
The victim came to the station to report he sent nude photos over the internet to
someone that had befriended him. The unknown person then stated he/she would send
the photos to everyone the victim knows if he does not pay $500. The victim tried to
send the money but was unsuccessful.
22-2887-CITAn EDP reported he was having problems and was not eating properly. The male was
not taking his medications and voluntarily went to the hospital to receive help.

22-2888-Larceny-18491 Outlet Blvd
Persons unknown stole a Bobcat that was parked on July 2. It is unclear when it was
stolen. The estimated loss for the Bobcat, bucket and lift forks total just over
$43,000.00. Follow up to be completed by the Detective Bureau.

22-2889-Larceny-100 THF Blvd
A female stole several male t-shirts. She was arrested and released on a summons.
Courtney Cullen 36

22-2890-Larceny-100 THF Blvd
A male subject stole motor oil from the Walmart. He was arrested and released on a
summons.
Todd Messer 55

22-2893-Open Door-High Valley
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Officers responded to an address during an investigation. Upon arrival, they found the
home was vacant and the front door was open. Officers entered the house to find the
basement shower was running. Officer turned off the shower and secured the home.
An Officer responded to St Charles PD for a prisoner pick up.
Officers responded to an address in St Charles to arrest a POI at his place of
business. The individual refused to come in and was eluding Officers for nearly 2 1/2
months. The subject was taken into custody without incident and later released on a
summons.
Officers also handled calls for service to include sick cases, traffic hazards, alarms,
assist invalid and a peace disturbance.
TUESDAY AFTERNOON SHIFT July 5, 2022

22-2895 - Identity Theft
Victim reported person/s unknown used his identity to open a Discover Bank Card. The
victim was notified of the fraudulent attempt by his credit security company, I.D.
Watchdog, and stopped all accounts before a loss occurred. The case will be forwarded
to the detective bureau.
Officer’s also responded to calls for traffic hazards, suspicious vehicles/persons, peace
disturbance, violent EDP, alarms, sick cases, and conducted traffic enforcement,
business patrols, and park patrols.
The concert in Faust Park was not as crowded as usual and there were no issues or
traffic concerns.
CHESTERFIELD ANNOUNCES BALLFIELD LEASE/PARTNERSHIP WITH
NATIONAL BASEBALL-SOFTBALL ORGANIZATION STARTING IN 2023
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ART GALLEY IN THE DISTRICT SHUTTING DOWN. The Art Galley in Michael
Staenberg’s The District is shutting down this month.
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FROM A NEWSLETTER READER IN IRELAND THAT MADE ME LAUGH:
Hi John, let me wish you both a Happy 4th July......before the Supreme Court bans it ?!

HERE IS ONE FROM A FORMER CHESTERFIELD RESIDENT READER IN
ARIZONA
And wow, some real nutballs send you stuff.
Reality is apparently a tough thing for them to admit--to say the very least!
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CARTOONS
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